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Decode of coded message number 748 dated March 25, 1958 at Mexico City, Mexico. Received via airgram.

Samuel Mannarino, was; Gabriel Mannarino, was, PCFM. Remycab February 7 last and Mylet February 18 entitled quote Charles Frederick Steemer was, ar unquote. Continued checks with Mexico City Metropolitan Police and Mexican Immigration Service developed no information concerning arrest of Steemer in Mexico City January 22 last. Chief of Federal Judicial Police Colonel Armando Velderrain advised personnel of that police had surveilled gambling club at calle Montanas Rocallosas 310 Poniente, Mexico City prior to its being raided and closed but had withdrawn from case. He stated he understood 1 or 2 Americans had been detained and held temporarily and were said to have interest in gambling operations. He believed arrest had been made by the 6th Police Precinct and also mentioned that he has received unconfirmed information that quote the American unquote had returned to Mexico City and was seeking to reopen the gambling establishment. Efforts being made to clarify above, but request Pittsburgh advise if present whereabouts of Steemer known.
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.